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You might want to maintain a key field in your database that is actually modifiable. Yet this can impair the 
relationship you've set up between your parent and child databases. You can circumvent this problem by using 
an internal number field that never changes. 
 
Sometimes, even in the most powerful language, we tend to get wrapped up in the complexity of problems and 
veer away from simple solutions. Taking ideas and technology from other languages, such as BASIC, isn't a bad 
thing-as long as it does the job. 
 
Consider this scenario: A client wants to have flexible and modifiable customer numbers in their new accounting 
system, yet they want the invoicing function to track all open invoices for any particular customer. It sounds 
like a relational database manager is perfect for this. And we might begin to code the application without 
looking at the big picture. Clipper is so powerful that the tendency is to jump in and get started. To better see 
this, here's the structure of two databases: 

 
  
Structure for database: C:customer.dbf  
Field  Field Name   Type        Width   Dec  
    1  INTERNAL     Character     10  
    2  ACCOUNT_NO   Character     15  
    3  NAME         Character     30  
    4  CONTACT      Character     25  
    5  TITLE        Character     25  
    6  ADDRESS1     Character     25  
    7  ADDRESS2     Character     25  
    8  CITY         Character     15  
    9  COUNTY       Numeric        5  
   10  STATE        Character      2  
   11  ZIP          Character     10  
   12  PHONE        Character     14  
   13  FAX          Character     14  
   14  TELEX        Character     14  
 
Structure for database: C:invoice.dbf  
Field    Field Name    Type          Width      Dec  
     1   INTERNAL      Character      10  
     2   CUST_INTRN    Character      10  
     3   TRANS_DATE    Date            8  
     4   POSTED        Logical         1  
     5   AMOUNT        Numeric        10        2  
     6   ACCOUNT_NO    Character      10  
     7   INVOICE       Character      16  
     8   PO_NUM        Character      25  
     9   COST          Numeric        12        2  
    10   TAXES         Numeric        12        2  
    11   SHIPPING      Numeric        12        2  
    12   SHIP EXP      Numeric        12        2  
    13   SALE_GMAN     Character       3  
    14   SHIP_VIA      Character      15  
    15   STATUS        Character       1  
    16   TAX STATE     Character       2  
    17   TAX_COUNTY    Numeric         5  
 
When building a relation, you seek the individual items from the parent database in the child database. That 
means the child database must be indexed according to the data contained in the key field found in the parent 
database. Our code for this might look like this: 
  
 
USE Invoice NEW  
INDEX ON Invoice->account_no TO Invoice  



USE Customer NEW  
INDEX ON Customer->account_no TO Customer  
SET RELATION TO Customer->account_no INTO Invoice  
 
When we move the record pointer in the parent database, Customer, the pointer in the child database, Invoice, 
moves to the first occurrence of ACCOUNT NO as well. In this scenario, a problem now presents itself. The 

client specified the need to have flexible and modifiable' customer account numbers; however, the tie between 

the databases is the very item that the client would like to modify.  
 
Complex solutions: 

 
One solution is to allow the client to modify this key field, making sure enough programming logic is in place to 
replace all occurrences of the former customer code number with the new customer code number in all 
databases. This can be tedious and time consuming. Another solution is to make the key between the 
databases the record number from the mother database. This is fine until a deletion process is needed. Once 
you issue a PACK command, the sequential ordering of the record numbers is no longer in sync with the other 
databases. 
 
A better way: 

 
A better solution is to use an internal number field that never changes as our key field for the relationship. The 
sequence of this internal number is obtained from a "Master" file. This file contains only two fields, a name field 
and a sequence field. The number of records in this database is based on the number of databases any 
particular application should require. Here's the structure: 
  
Structure for database: C:master.dbf  
Field Field Name       Type          Width      Dec  
    1 KEY_ALIAS        Character       12  
    2 SEQUENCE         Character       10  
 
The glue between our previous two databases isn't the customer account number; rather, it's the internal 
sequence number obtained from the Master database. This internal customer number now becomes the key 
field used for the relationship. 
 
The Invoice database must now be indexed on this field. We can still maintain an index on the account number 
so the order of the customers will be maintained. The process Clipper uses for this is as follows: When a new 
customer is entered into the system, a user-defined function (UDF) will go to the Master database and look for 
any entry for that database. If not, it'll be added and the beginning SEQUENCE number will be "1." 
 
If there's an entry, the value of the field will be incremented and stored back to the database. This means that 
the Master database will have a record containing the last used internal customer number. And since there will 

be a finite number of databases that need to be tied together this way, the number of records in this database 
will be very small. This means that the LOCATE command will be sufficient and no additional index is required 
for the Master database. Looking inside, here's what we would find: 
  
Record#  KEY_ALIAS       SEQUENCE  
      1  CUSTOMER             67  
      2  INVOICE               2  
      3  BREAKDOWN             1  
      4  RECUR                 3  
      5  VEND-CRED             1  
 
Once a customer has been added, the INTERNAL value will be different from the ACCOUNT_NO field. 
Remember, the INTERNAL number is never changed; it's the bond among all files. When an invoice is added, 
the value from the INTERNAL field in the Customer file is given to the CUST_INTRN field in the Invoice file. The 
INTERNAL field for the Invoice database is obtained, once again, from the Master database. For example, if we 
wanted to add a new customer, the code might look like this: 
 
  
// Enter customer information into memory variables  
USE Customer NEW SHARED INDEX Customer  
@ 24, 00 SAY "Adding customer"  
APPEND BLANK  
Customer->internal    :=  NextKey("CUSTOMER")  
Customer->account_no  :=  maccount_no  
Customer->name        :=  mname  
// Replace remaining memvars into database  
UNLOCK  
SKIP 0  
COMMIT  
 



The support function that actually manipulates the Master file would look like this: 
  
FUNCTION NextKey ( dbfname )  
   /* This function assigns the next sequential number  
      to the various files in the Accounting System  
   /*  
   LOCAL oldarea := SELECT(), key :=  0  
   USE ("Master") NEW SHARED  
   LOCATE FOR TRIM( dbfname )  ==  TRIM(key_alias)  
   IF FOUND() AND. RLOCK()  
      key := Master->sequence + 1  
      Master->sequence  :=  key  
   ELSE  
      APPEND BLANK  
      Master->key_alias  :=  dbfName  
      Master->sequence   :=  1  
      key := Master->sequence  
   ENDIF  
   UNLOCK  
   SKIP 0  
   COMMIT  
   USE  
   SELECT (oldarea)  
   RETURN( key )  
 
What we're actually doing is adding a field, called INTERNAL, containing a permanent record number, to each 
database in the application. The current high internal record number is maintained in the Master database. A 
database is better for this purpose than a memory (MEM) file, since Clipper provides no easy method of locking 
a MEM file on a network. 
 
An alternate method of finding the high number is to index on the INTERNAL field, SET DELETED OFF, go to the 
bottom of the file, and read the last number used. This technique can take longer for a large database and 
presents other potential network problems. The relationship set-up would look like this: 
  
USE Invoice NEW  
INDEX ON Invoice->cust_intrn TO Invoice  
USE Customer NEW  
INDEX ON Customer->account_no TO Customer  
SET RELATION TO Customer->internal INTO Invoice  
 
As our applications grow, the make-up of the relationships between databases expands. Occasionally we want 
to establish more than one relation into a database. For example, assume we're maintaining a database with 
city, state, and zip codes information. In the Invoice database we carry both a "ship to" and "bill to" address 
and store the zip codes for both. We need to get the city and state for both addresses from the zip code 
database. The simple solution is to open the database twice and set up the relations, for example: 
  
 
USE Cities NEW INDEX Zip  
USE Cities NEW ALIAS City2 INDEX ZIP  
USE Invoice NEW  
SET RELATION TO Invoice->ship_zip INTO Cities ;  
             TO Invoice->bill_zip INTO City2  
 
This will work on a single-user system and on some networks (but not Novell). By using a different alias when 
the file is opened the second time, Clipper doesn't know they're the same file. This is a dangerous practice, 
and unless special care is taken, it can easily lead to corrupted indexes. The only way to do this is to set the 

DOS and network attribute of the DBF file and indexes to "read only," then use the new option of the USE 
command, READONLY. This allows Clipper to open a read only database while DOS prevents Clipper from 
writing to the files. Of course, this prevents you from updating the Cities database in the application. A better 
solution is to avoid opening any database more than once. A relationship is nothing more than an automatic 
SEEK into the child database. It's a far better and safer practice to manually do the second relationship using a 
SEEK, as in the following: 
  
USE Cities NEW INDEX Zip  
USE Invoice NEW  
SET RELATION TO Invoice->ship_zip INTO Cities  
mship_city := Cities->city  
mship_st := Cities->state  
IF Invoice->ship_zip == Invoice->bill_zip  
   mbill_city := mship_city  



   mbill_st := mship_st  
ELSE  
   SELECT Cities  
   SEEK Invoice->bill_zip  
   IF FOUND()  
      mbill_Fity :=   Cities->city  
      mbill_st:=   Cities->state  
   ENDIF  
   SELECT Invoice  
ENDIF  
 
This technique should be as fast or faster than the double relationship and saves two file handles. It also 
ensures that your program is network-ready and the index is protected. Next time, we'll look at the menuing 
options in Clipper and work with data in 5.0's modifiable GET system. We'll look at the MENU TO command, 
messages for menuing prompts, data-entry screens, and AT/GET/WHEN and AT/GET/VALID clauses. 
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